People, places and
flavors that will shape
the way you drink
in 2017.

Plus: ESSENTIAL RECIPES FOR 2017

AMERICAN AMARI | DIY CRÈME DE CACAO
MAI TAI THREE WAYS | HISTORY LESSON:
THE MARASCHINO CHERRY
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LOS ANGELES, CA

In 2006, film producer Jill Bernheimer started a wine blog as a
hobby. But when her online wine-retail project gained traction, she
was faced with a decision: continue making movies or devote herself
full-time to wine? Luckily for Los Angeles, she chose wine, opening
Domaine LA, a wine shop in Hollywood, in 2009.
Today, Domaine LA—an understated store in a strip mall, with
low wine racks and a generous open space for events—is one of the
brightest hubs in Los Angeles’s wine scene. Inspired by places such
as La Derniere Goutte, a natural wine shop in Paris, Bernheimer
keeps a tight focus on wines that speak to her, which most often
happen to be subtle, food-friendly wines made with minimal
intervention on the part of the winemaker.
Bernheimer credits some of her success to early attention from
industry insiders, such as chef Ludo Lefebvre, who tapped her to
write the wine list for his wildly popular “Ludobites” pop-ups, right
as the shop opened. And it was the boosterism of local chefs and
sommeliers that Bernheimer believes helped build an audience
while her palate led her down the natural-wine path. “Los Angeles
is a very farmers’ market, seasonally driven food place, but for some
reason, back in 2009 it was a very brand- and points-driven culture
for wine,” she says. “If you uttered the words ‘organic’ and ‘wine’
next to each other, there was a lot of fear.”
That’s no longer the case. “I don’t get people asking [about
scores] anymore at all,” she says. Instead, she says her customers
often find out about wine through the peers, chefs and sommeliers
they follow on Instagram or Delectable. And her store has become
so well-known for stocking wines made with minimal intervention
that in addition to her regular local clientele, she regularly gets
visitors from around the country and Europe who drop in to see
what’s new.
The shift from film to wine may seem dramatic, but Bernheimer
says there are more similarities than one would think. “A bottle
of wine isn’t so different from a script or a film that I would want
someone to see,” she says. “Wine is something you experience on
a visceral as well as an intellectual level. I think all of those things
enhance a person’s experience at the table. Wine is aesthetic, in the
same way film is. You can approach it on a purely experiential level,
or you can analyze it and break it down.”
In recent years, Domaine LA has steadily expanded its offerings,
adding sections of beer (2013) and spirits (2016). Bernheimer also
has bigger plans afoot: If she can find the right space, she’d like to
open a wine bar with a retail component, something in the mold of
Paris’ La Verre Vole. But for now, getting the right bottle of wine into
each customer’s hands is reward enough. “Those connections with
customers—many of whom have turned into friends—make L.A. feel
like a small town and make the job truly satisfying,” she says. —JF

WES MICKEL

When Argus Cidery started
making their signature
dry, fizzy ciders in 2010 in
Leander, Texas, the Lone
Star State’s cider scene was
dry. Culinary Institute of
America alum Wes Mickel
kicked things off with Bandera
Brut—a large-format,
Champagne-like cider made
from Texas apples and aged
in a combo of French and
American oak. Nothing else
like it was available at the
time, and that against-thegrain mentality has been
a constant narrative for
the cidery ever since. Now,
after launching the quirky
Fermentables line of Ginger
Perry and Ciderkin in stubby
bottles and cans, Mickel is
looking back to his roots,
moving pressing operations
to the University of Arkansas
and working with a pomologist
in Fayetteville to experiment
with apples like Golden
Delicious, Jonathan and
Winesap (familiar at the table,
less so in cider). The goal?
To make the most distinctive
cider possible for their
large-format line using only
Southern apples. “Arkansas
is the closest reliable applegrowing region that we have,
and no one is making anything
out of Southern fruit, which
does taste different,” he
says. Watch for other special
projects like a fortified cider
made using freeze distillation,
plus experiments that move
beyond the typical ale and
Champagne yeasts used in
ciders. —EJ

Dylan + Jeni
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